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Then, at the beginning of 2006, I took a great decision and came to Amsterdam to join ILLC as a PhD student in the GLoRiClass project. I was brave enough to jump in, partially because I had met some ILLC members before at Szklarska Poręba Workshop on the Roots of Pragmasemantics. In connection to this I want to thank Reinhard Blutner and Henk Zeevat for organizing the conference and giving us a chance to meet on the top of Szrenica every year. I had very soft landing in Amsterdam thanks to many people. First of all, the ILLC staff deserve many thanks for their support and incredible ability of solving all problems without letting me feel importunate: Marjan Veldhuisen, Ingrid van Loon, Tanja Kassenaar, Jessica Pogorzelski, Peter van Ormondt and Karin Gigengack. GLoRiClass coordinators: Krzysztof Apt, Paul Dekker, Benedikt Löwe, Ulle Endriss and my friends from the first GLoRiClass generation: Andreas Witzel and Daïsuke Ikegami created extremely friendly atmosphere from the beginning, even though we were struggling with some problems in the project at that time. Moreover, I was introduced to ILLC and Amsterdam by many colleagues, among others: Tikitu de Jager (he took me on my first tour around Amsterdam and borrowed a map which I have lost, sorry for that!), and Merlijn Sevenster (we had discussed branching quantifiers long before I arrived to Amsterdam), Rens Tsarfaty, and Jelle Zuidema who were “forcing” me to have lunches (although it was usually just after I had breakfast) with other ILLC members integrating me with the Institute. Soon Amsterdam became my home when Nina, against some difficulties, decided to move to the Netherlands.

Obviously, the thesis profited a lot from my Amsterdam supervisors: Johan van Benthem and Theo Janssen. I enjoyed working with them and benefited a
lot from the ways they complemented each other.
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ILLC is a great place for research and Amsterdam is a beautiful place to live in. I was indeed very lucky to do my PhD here. There were many people who contributed to the great atmosphere, on both scientific and social levels, and all deserve my most grateful thanks.
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